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DeltaV™ Virtual Studio

DeltaV Virtual Studio Makes Virtualization Easy.

 DeltaV™ Virtualization Made Easy
 Reduced Costs and Increased Flexibility
 Fewer Computers and Control Hardware
 Extended System Life with Easy Upgrades
 Higher Availability and Accessibility

Introduction
DeltaV Virtual Studio makes it easy to create and maintain
virtual DeltaV systems for development, testing, training
and on-line production. Setup and maintenance of
multiple control systems can be expensive and time
consuming. Virtualization offers many compelling benefits
including less hardware to buy and maintain, increased
configuration flexibility, and higher engineer productivity.
DeltaV Virtual Studio makes it easier than ever to capture
the value of virtualization without being an IT virtualization
expert.

www.DeltaV.com

DeltaV Virtual Studio is easy because it is an integrated
virtualization environment which includes prebuilt DeltaV
virtual machine templates and virtual networks which
simplify system set-up and reduce the risk of configuration
errors. Virtual operator workstations and application
servers are easily created from templates without software
installation and added to the control network without
complicated virtual network mapping. For off-line
development and test systems, you can easily create
virtual hardware controllers and I/O subsystems for
simulation and testing.
Now you can confidently capture the value of virtualization
with a fully tested and supported DeltaV virtualization
solution. DeltaV Virtual Studio supports virtualization of
DeltaV software releases v9.3.1, v10.3.1, v11.3.1 and
v12.3.
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Higher Availability and Accessibility.

Benefits
DeltaV Virtualization Made Easy. An integrated
virtualization environment makes it easy to create and
maintain virtual DeltaV systems without IT virtualization
expertise. Easily create DeltaV workstations and virtual
control hardware in a fully supported DeltaV virtualization
environment.

Note 1

Virtualization can improve availability by reducing the
Mean Time To Recovery (MTTR) for workstations with
automatic failover enabled. Virtual machines are easily
reassigned to backup host computers, and may be
automatically restarted when implemented in a high
availability virtual environment. DeltaV virtual workstations
are also easily accessible from any thin client or Windows
PC with a Remote Desktop Connection.

Increased Flexibility and Productivity. Easily setup
and maintain multiple systems for control development,
testing and training. Support multiple systems, on multiple
software releases, with the same virtualization hardware.
Easily save and restore virtual control systems for more
cost effective troubleshooting, making modifications to
existing applications, or operator training.

Note 1 – The initial DeltaV Virtual Studio release only supports
manual restart of VMs after failover. A software
update with additional High Availability features,
including automatic VM restart, will be available
approximately July 2014.

Fewer Computers and Control Hardware.

Product Description

Consolidate workstations on host servers to reduce
computer hardware, installation and maintenance costs.
For off-line systems, utilize virtual controller and CHARMS
IO card simulation to reduce the control hardware required
for development and testing. Less hardware also means
smaller footprint and energy consumption.

DeltaV Virtual Studio is an integrated DeltaV application
environment designed for easy implementation and
management of virtual DeltaV control systems for both offline and on-line production systems.

Typical DeltaV Virtual Studio Applications
Extended System Life with Easy Upgrades.
Extend the life of your existing legacy DeltaV system with
easy replacement of obsolete workstations with new
virtualization hardware. Virtualization allows you to update
hardware and software independently, providing flexibility
and easier upgrades.

Operator Training Systems
Virtualization is ideal for operator training systems (OTS).
These systems typically do not include controller or IO
hardware and use workstation PC’s for operator consoles,
application stations, and process control simulators.
Figure 1 shows a typical operator training configuration
using DeltaV Simulate Multi-node with a
ProfessionalPLUS (PPN), 4 Operator Stations (OSN), 3
Application Stations (ASN), and a process simulator
(MiMiC).

Figure 1 – Example Operator Training System.
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Figure 2 – Example DeltaV Development/Test System
With virtualization, all of the OTS computers can be run as
virtual machines in one or more host computers. This
capability is particularly useful because training systems
often are needed to support multiple process units and
different versions of DeltaV. Unique virtual machines
(VMs) can be created for these different units and control
systems. The VMs can then be activated in the host
computer when needed, allowing the same computer
hardware to be used for multiple OTS applications.

Development and Test Systems
As with OTS systems, a development and test system can
have all the DeltaV workstations virtualized on one or
more host computers. With development and test systems
however, it is important to checkout the IO assignments, a
task traditionally performed with actual controllers and IO
cards, or simulated IO via a Virtual IO Module (VIM) card.
The virtualized DeltaV workstations can communicate on
the DeltaV network to actual controllers and I/O hardware
or alternatively to virtual hardware controllers and IO
subsystems. The virtual controllers and IO subsystems
enable development and testing systems without physical
control hardware. For more information, see the product
data sheets for Virtual CHARMS IO Card Simulation and
Virtual S-series and M-series Controller Simulation.
DeltaV Virtual Studio makes it easy to support multiple
DeltaV development / test systems using common
computer hardware. This can be a significant savings and
flexibility advantage for central engineering departments
and project teams.

Figure 2 shows a typical development / test system
configuration using DeltaV Simulate Multi-node with a
ProfessionalPLUS (PPN), 2 Operator Stations (OSN), 1
Application Stations (ASN), 2 virtual CHARMS IO Cards, 2
virtual S-series controllers, and a process simulator
(MiMiC).

On-line Production Systems
DeltaV Virtual Studio also supports virtualization of DeltaV
workstations in larger on-line production systems such as
shown in Figure 3. In this example, virtualization allows
you to consolidate 13 workstations into three host servers.
For on-line applications, it is recommended to implement a
failover cluster using a domain controller and a shared
Storage Area Network (SAN) device. With a failover
cluster enabled, DeltaV Virtual Studio can automatically
move virtual DeltaV workstations to a backup host in the
event of primary host failure. Redundant thin client
networks and thin clients with quad monitors are also
supported. Redundant Application Stations are also
supported (e.g., for Batch Executive or OPC Server) by
assigning the App Stations to separate host computers
and using a dedicated failover Ethernet connection
between stations.
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Figure 3 – Example DeltaV Virtualization for on-line production systems

DeltaV Virtual Studio Product Features
DeltaV Virtual Studio is designed to make it easy to create
and manage virtual DeltaV systems. Most virtualization
management software is complicated because the tools
are generalized to support many different applications and
markets. DeltaV Virtual Studio is designed specifically for
virtualization of process control systems and has a
workflow and feature set which is easy to use and
understand by the typical process control engineer.
DeltaV Virtual Studio puts all the virtualization functionality
you need into a simple DeltaV application. You can:
•
Create virtual networks and add host computers
•
Create, start, stop and move DeltaV VMs
•
Allocate resources and define failover scenarios

.
Figure 4 – DeltaV Virtual Studio Logical Grouping

Logical and Physical VM Assignments

DeltaV Virtual Machine Templates

DeltaV control systems have both a physical and logical
orientation, allowing control modules to be assigned to
both logical plant areas and physical control hardware.
DeltaV Virtual Studio also supports a logical and physical
paradigm which allows you to assign your DeltaV virtual
machines to both physical host computers and logical
groups or plant areas. Physical assignments make it easy
to allocate your VMs across multiple hosts and move VMs
between hosts for resource load allocation and high
availability. Logical group assignments allow you to easily
manage and distribute physical resources used for specific
process units or plant areas. Figure 4 illustrates the
logical orientation within DeltaV Virtual Studio.

DeltaV Virtual Studio also makes virtualization easy by
using DeltaV virtual machine templates. These templates
allow you to easily add virtual workstations and controller
hardware (for off-line use) from a single configuration
dialog (see Figure 5). With a few clicks you can create a
new DeltaV workstation in just a few minutes, without
additional software installation.
A DeltaV template is a virtual machine with the operating
system and DeltaV software fully installed. The virtual
machine is then generalized to remove specific DeltaV
and network configuration information. To create a new
DeltaV VM, DeltaV Virtual Studio will complete the DeltaV
workstation configuration, create network connections and
add the VM to the selected DeltaV network.
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DeltaV Virtual Studio
Easy Network Connections
DeltaV Virtual Studio makes it easy to create and manage
DeltaV virtual networks. With DeltaV Virtual Studio you
can simply add a virtual network to a host server,
associate it with a DeltaV system and network device (if
externally connected) and you are ready to add DeltaV
virtual machines. Multiple DeltaV networks are supported
for development / test / training systems which encompass
multiple systems.
DeltaV virtual machines are easily added to a DeltaV
network because their templates come with predefined
DeltaV network connections. A simple drop down menu
allows you to connect a virtual DeltaV machine to its
respective DeltaV network. Figure 6 illustrates DeltaV VM
network connections.

Figure 6 – Easy Network Configuration
Figure 5 – Example VM Template Dialog
DeltaV VM templates are available for all DeltaV
workstations (ProPlus, Pro, Op, App, Zone) for versions
v9.3.1, v10.3.1, v11.3.1, and v12.3. DeltaV workstation
templates also have an option to include associated AMS
software if desired. All DeltaV templates include standard
DeltaV release software. Additional hotfixes may be
applied to the DeltaV VMs after instantiation. Templates
are also available for DeltaV S-series and M-series
Controllers, and CHARMS IO cards versions v11.3.1 and
v12.3 (for off-line simulation use only). For more
information, see the product data sheets for Virtual
CHARMS IO Card Simulation and Virtual S-series and Mseries Controller Simulation.
DeltaV Remote Clients using Microsoft Terminal Services
are also supported using DeltaV server VM templates.
DeltaV Remote Client sessions provide the same
functionality as DeltaV Operator and Professional Stations
but enables multiple sessions using a single server
operating system VM. The recommended architecture for
full-time operator workstations uses single client desktop
VMs (e.g., Windows 7). DeltaV Remote Clients sessions
may also be used for full-time operator stations with the
understanding that multiple session on a common server
OS have inherent dependency risks. These risks may be
minimized by utilizing DeltaV Virtual Studio High
Availability and limiting the number of sessions per server
OS. For more information, see the DeltaV Remote Client
product data sheet.

Automatic Failover and High Availability
For on-line production control systems, high availability
and automatic failover capabilities are important to insure
maximum uptime. DeltaV Virtual Studio supports
automatic failover of virtual machines from a primary host
to a secondary host in the event of primary host failure.
To take advantage of this capability, a failover cluster must
be configured using a storage area network (SAN) device
with a domain controller computer to manage the failover
switch. Figure 7 illustrates a typical configuration for online virtualization with automatic failover enable.
When a host failure occurs, DeltaV Virtual Studio will
automatically move the virtual machines that were running
on the failed host, to a specified secondary host. The
virtual machines may then be easily manually restarted in
just a matter of minutes. With the High Availability (HA)
Note 2
, the virtual machines will be moved
option enabled
and automatically restarted. HA also provides live
migration of the VMs from one host to another, while the
VM is running.
Note 2 – The initial DeltaV Virtual Studio release only
supports manual restart of VMs after failover. A
software update with additional High Availability
features, including automatic VM restart, will be
available approximately July 2014.
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Figure 7 – Example on-line virtualization configuration with automatic failover

Advanced Virtualization Diagnostics

DeltaV Licenses

DeltaV Virtual Studio is implemented using standard
Microsoft Windows Hyper-V virtualization technology.
Advanced users who want additional virtualization
diagnostic features available with Hyper-V, but not
exposed with DeltaV Virtual Studio, may use the Hyper-V
manager application available with Windows Server 2008
R2 OS.

A DeltaV system implemented with virtualization will
require the same DeltaV licenses that are required for a
traditional physical system. For example, you will still
need licenses assigned to each DeltaV workstation
whether they are virtual machines or physical
workstations. The DeltaV licenses for DeltaV workstations
will be tied to a system ID as defined by the system USB
access key (dongle). The system access key (dongle)
may be accessed on a physical DeltaV workstation, or
through a USB IP Converter device which is included in
the DeltaV Virtual Studio license bundle.

Licensing Considerations
DeltaV Virtual Studio is a licensed application which
requires a system access key (dongle) and associated
license file. The license and dongle are included in the
base DeltaV Virtual Studio license bundle. This license
and dongle will enable DeltaV Virtual Studio across
multiple hosts and DeltaV systems within the same
virtualization environment, for up to 100 virtual machines.
A scale-up license for more than 100 VMs is available.
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Microsoft Windows OS Licensing

would require 12 VM CPUs and could all be run in one offline host computer.

The DeltaV workstations also require Microsoft Windows
licenses. The DeltaV Virtual Studio templates include
non-activated Windows operating system software which
must be activated with a valid license before use.
Microsoft OS licensing for virtual machines is different for
virtual server OS and virtual client OS machines. Virtual
server OS machines require a Windows Server OS license
(Windows Sever 2008 or Server 2003) for each virtual
server OS. Example DeltaV server OS workstations are
for ProPlus, Application Stations, and Remote Client
Terminal Services. Microsoft server OS licenses are
included with the DeltaV Virtual Studio media bundles to
cover the first VM created with each server template.
Additional Microsoft Windows server OS licenses are
available from Emerson or through a direct Microsoft
customer license agreement.
Virtual Windows client OS machines (Windows 7 or
Windows XP) require a Windows Virtual Desktop Access
(VDA) license subscription or Microsoft Software
Assurance for each device which is accessing the virtual
client machines. DeltaV Operator workstation is an
example of a client OS machine. VDA subscriptions must
be purchased separately from Microsoft or a Microsoft
Partner. Proof of a VDA subscription or other valid client
access license is required prior to shipment of DeltaV
client OS VM templates from Emerson.
Microsoft server Client Access Licenses (CALs) are
required for device connections to the host server. For
multiple connections to a host server using Remote
Desktop Connections, additional Microsoft Remote
Desktop Services CALs (RDS CALs) are also required.
All thin clients accessing DeltaV virtual machines on a
host server will require both CAL and RDS CAL licenses.
Microsoft CALs and RDS CALs are available from
Emerson or through a direct Microsoft customer license
agreement.

Resource Planning Guidelines
Virtual machines require host computer resources and are
typically limited by available host CPU or RAM. Table 1
provides guidelines on how many virtual machines to
assign to host computers based on the VM CPU and RAM
requirements. These guidelines are for supported host
hardware as specified in the DeltaV Virtualization
Hardware product data sheet.

Example 1 – Operator Training System
An operator training system with
•

1 server class ProPlus (2 VM CPUs),

•

2 server class App Stations (4 VM CPUs), and

•

6 Operator Stations ( 6 VM CPUs),

Table 1 – Host VM Resource Planning

Host VM Resource Planning
VM Class

VM
CPUs

RAM
(MB)

Workstation OS
(e.g., Windows 7)

1

2,048

Server OS
(e.g., Windows Server 2008)

2

4,096

Virtual Controller

0.4

512

Virtual CHARMS IO Card

0.2

128

Supported Limits for Host Servers
On-line Host Server (Note 3)

8

24,576

Off-line Host Server

12

24,576

Note 3 – On-line Host servers have 50% of their capacity
reserved to support automatic failover and high
availability.

Example 2 – Development Test System
A development / test system with

•

1 server class ProPlus (2 VM CPUs),

•

2 server class App Stations (4 VM CPUs),

•

4 Professional Stations (4 VM CPUs),

•

2 Operator Stations (2 VM CPUs),

•

10 S-series Virtual Controllers (4 VM CPUs), and

•

30 Virutal CHARMS IO Cards (6 VM CPUs)

would require 22 VM CPUs and would need at least two
off-line host computers.

Example 3 – On-line Production System
An on-line production system with virtual machines for
•

1 server class ProPlus (2 VM CPUs)

•

4 server class App Stations (8 VM CPUs)

•

8 Operator Stations (8 VM CPUs)

would require 18 VM CPUs and would need at least three
on-line host computers.
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Ordering Information
Description
DeltaV Virtual Studio (DVS) Base License
•

Model Number

1

VF1026S001

DVS Licenses: Base license + 100 VM scale-up

•

DVS Access Key (Dongle)

•

Silex USB IP Converter device and software

DeltaV Virtual Studio (DVS) – 100 VM Scale-up License

VF1026UPS100

2

DeltaV Virtual Studio (DVS) – v12.3 Media, English

VF1045R123L39

•

v12.3 VM server templates and DVS software

•

v12.3 VM Controller and Virtual CIOC templates (DVS and VMware)

•

MS W2008 Server OS Embedded License (2)

DeltaV Virtual Studio – VM Client Templates – v12.3 Media, English

3

VF1045R123L39-T

DeltaV Virtual Studio (DVS) for VM Controllers and CIOCs Only
4
(Media)
•

VF1045S002

DeltaV Virtual Studio software

•

v12.3 and v11.3.1 Virtual CIOC templates (DVS and VMware)

•

v12.3 and v11.3.1 S-series/M-series VM Controller templates (DVS and VMware)

DeltaV Virtual Studio (DVS) – v11.3.1 Media, English

2

VF1045R1131L39

•

v11.3.1 VM server templates and DVS software

•

v11.3.1 VM Controller and Virtual CIOC templates (DVS and VMware)

•

MS W2008 Server OS Embedded License (2)

DeltaV Virtual Studio – VM Client Templates – v11.3.1 Media, English
DeltaV Virtual Studio (DVS) – v11.3 Media, English
•

v11.3 VM server templates and DVS software

•

MS W2008 Server OS Embedded License (2)

DeltaV Virtual Studio (DVS) – v10.3.1 Media, English
•

v10.3.1 VM server templates and DVS software

•

MS W2003 Server OS Embedded License (2)

VF1045R113L39

3

v10.3 VM server templates and DVS software

•

MS W2003 Server OS Embedded License (2)

VF1045R113L39-T
VF1045R1031L39

2

DeltaV Virtual Studio – VM Client Templates – v10.3,1 Media, English
•

VF1045R1131L39-T

2

DeltaV Virtual Studio – VM Client Templates – v11.3 Media, English

DeltaV Virtual Studio (DVS) – v10.3 Media, English

3

3

VF1045R1031L39-T

2

VF1045R103L39

DeltaV Virtual Studio – VM Client OS Templates – v10.3 Media, English
DeltaV Virtual Studio (DVS) – v9.3.1 Media, English

2

•

V9.3.1 VM server templates and DVS software

•

MS W2003 Server OS Embedded License (2)

DeltaV Virtual Studio – VM Client Templates – v9.3.1 Media, English

3

VF1045R103L39-T
VF1045R931L39

3

VF1045R931L39-T
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Description
Microsoft Licenses
Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 License (supports 2 VMs)

VF1045MS2008

Microsoft Windows Server 2003 License (supports 1 VM)

VF1045MS2003

Microsoft Client Access License (CAL) – 5 CALs

VF1045MS5CALS

Microsoft Remote Desktop Service Client Access License – 5 RDS CALs

VF1045MS5RDSCALS

Note 1 – The DeltaV Virtual Studio base license provides the virtualization licenses only; DeltaV node licenses (e.g., ProPlus,
Operator, Application, Virtual CIOC, etc.) are not included.
Note 2 – The DeltaV Virtual Studio Media kits should be ordered for each specific DeltaV release (e.g., v12.3). You must also
order a DeltaV Virtual Studio Base License to run your DVS software.
Note 3 – DeltaV VM client templates for Windows 7 or XP workstations (for Operator and Professional Stations) should be
ordered with DeltaV Virtual Studio software. Proof of a valid Microsoft license (e.g., Virtual Desktop Access “VDA”
subscription) for these templates is required prior to delivery.
Note 4 – The VM Controllers and Virtual CIOC kits do not include the VM Controller and Virtual CIOC node licenses which
must be ordered separately.

Related Products




Support simulation of process IO using virtual
CHARMS IO cards running in a workstation PC.
Virtual CHARMS IO cards provide the same
simulation capability as real CHARMS IO cards and
can be used for rigorous checkout of IO assignments,
operator displays, and control functionality. Available
for both DeltaV Virtual Studio and VMware
environments. For more information, see product
data sheet for DeltaV Virtual CHARMS IO Card
Simulation

DeltaV Simulate Standalone Virtual Machine.
(a.k.a., “Simulate on a Stick”) makes it simple to run
DeltaV simulate on your Windows 7 laptop or desktop
computer without any software installation. Available
for DeltaV v11.3.1, and v12.3, the virtual machine is
delivered on a miniature solid state memory card
(Express Card). The VM can be run directly on the
memory card or can be copied to and run from your
local hard drive. See DeltaV Simulate product data
sheet for more information.



DeltaV Virtual CHARMS IO Card Simulation.


DeltaV Obsolete Server Replacement. For

DeltaV Virtual S-series and M-series
Controller Simulation. For off-line use, virtual

DeltaV v9.3 and v10.3 systems that need to replace
workstations running Windows Server 2003 which are
no longer available on new computers. The DeltaV
Obsolete Server Replacement (OSR) enables you to
replace an older server with a new server running
legacy DeltaV software in a virtual machine. With
DeltaV OSR you can install legacy DeltaV software
(v9.3.1 or v10.3.1) within the virtual machine the
same as you did with the original server hardware.
See DeltaV Obsolete Server Replacement product
data sheet for more information.

hardware controllers provide an effective way to
checkout control configuration and IO assignments
for both CHARMS and classic IO. The virtual
controllers can be named and configured the same as
real controllers so that no configuration changes or
module re-assignments are required . S-series and
M-series controllers are supported for DeltaV v11.3.1
and v12.3, and are available for both DeltaV Virtual
Studio and VMware environments. For more
information see product data sheet for DeltaV Virtual
S-series and M-series Controller Simulation.
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Related Hardware Products


DeltaV Virtualization Hardware. Rigorously
tested and supported computer and peripheral
devices for use with DeltaV Virtual Studio. Hardware
includes host servers, storage area network (SAN),
thin clients, network switches, and related hardware
required for DeltaV Virtualization. For more
information, see product data sheet for DeltaV
Virtualization Hardware.

To locate a sales office near you, visit our website at:
www.EmersonProcess.com/DeltaV
Or call us at:
Asia Pacific: 65.6777.8211
Europe, Middle East: 41.41.768.6111
North America, Latin America:
+1 800.833.8314 or
+1 512.832.3774

For large power, water, and wastewater applications
contact Power and Water Solutions at:
www.EmersonProcess-powerwater.com
Or call us at:
Asia Pacific: 65.6777.8211
Europe, Middle East, Africa: 48.22.630.2443
North America, Latin America: +1 412.963.4000
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